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Purpose-Driven Ones 

The  investment  intelligence  networks  need  to  finish  evolving 

from the ‘arithmocratic’ mindset to a more aristocratic mindset. 

This way they will grasp the quality over quantity analysis and  be 

able to look for the purpose-driven companies.

http://bit.ly/2amQTml

Mini article
Here  is  a  short  interview  worth  reading:  The  internationally 

recognized  financial  industry  strategist  Jim  Marous  discusses 

fintech’s general state of being.

http://bit.ly/29bR5UF

Apps 

Planet of the Apps 

A new series about apps and 
their creators will follow a few 
different teams of app 
developers as they work to 
build and market their mobile 
apps. 

http://for.tn/2aUbfFb 

Books 

Bargaining for Advantage 
by Prof. Richard Shell 

In this award-winning book of 
his Wharton School of 
Business’ Professor Richard 
Shell teaches how to survive 
and thrive in the sometimes 
rough-and-tumble world of 
negotiation . 

http://amzn.to/2aqUCR1 

INSIGHTS 
Brand Strategy | Public Relations | Digital & Social Media
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Moleskin Café 

Interbrand  and  Moleskine  developed  the  positioning  strategy 

‘Inspiring Journeys’, which encompasses the brand’s strong tie to 

culture and travel. The result is a reinterpretation of the classic 

café littéraire, a place for inspiration and the sharing of ideas and 

stories, which takes Moleskine into a new dimension. 

http://bit.ly/2aeTTS5

Social Media Basics 

As Sir Martin Sorrell said 
addressing marketers several 
years ago: “Social media 
needs be seen as a social 
platform rather than a 
marketing platform.” This HBR 
piece reminds us that it is 
sometimes better to go to 
basics to fix a ‘broken’ social 
media strategy. 

http://bit.ly/2abIfdE 

IBM Blockchain 

Recently IBM launched 
Blockchain Cloud Services on 
LinuxONE, a high-security 
business network. The 
potential for blockchain 
technology is limited only by 
our imaginations. The IBM 
Blockchain service on Bluemix 
helps to start writing 
applications in chaincode. 

http://bit.ly/2a60vnh 

10 Years of Doing PR for Apple  

Cameron Craig, a communications professional, 
who has done PR for Apple for 10 years reveals 
the lessons he learned from this journey in his new 
article. He states in a clear way saying: “Most 
importantly, respect your brand. That’s the 
biggest lesson of all that I learned at Apple. It’s 
your biggest asset and you have to protect it.” 

http://bit.ly/2aazG0n 
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